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another processing unit as part of the overall system.
image, open, save, import, etc. are used along with the
Rhino uses this concept both in the program itself and in
but only if the user has had previous experience with
these other programs, and applies their models to Rhino’s

modeling programs commit to distributed work though.

Rhino with the more technical 3D modeling programs,
more keyboard shortcuts due to the greater complexity
of the programs. It instead shares more with the Design

dividing up the work among many. Rhino does not have
this capability, but it does integrate with other design
formats, readable from everything from Illustrator to

to this program. Along those lines, Rhino has kept them

in a word that comes close to the shape I want to make,

typing method.

with other programs, there is also the way in which the
company has opened itself up to the wider community
of developers. Companies such as Adobe or AutoCAD are
very closed to the public in how the programs are being

are able to create new tools for the program that do not
currently exist. For example, in my use of the program
there is a Pipe command, which lets you run a cylinder

Monkey though, I was able to write a script that took all

share the programs that they have created, so that
that Rhino is only one part of the greater whole, being a
Many of the other uses of Mapping are akin to what you’d

the wider community very well.

Failings in Rhino
statement that Rhino has an easy to use interface due

create a visual reference to a keyboard typed command
modeling program does can be represented by visual
only a tool that is part of the overall process. Each of the
workers in the environment must be considered, along
with the other programs that work with this system. In

make it seem like a good visual icon, what it actually is
processes need the more complicated keyboard input.
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are phrased in the same way that I’ve seen methods and
variables in a program phrased.

I was going to discuss icons that could be improved,

References

design that could be improved to make them more
understandable...though this may be biased by my having
a background that used similar programs and having used

has models that appeal to those who use icons, those who
use menus, and those who type in commands. Adding in

frame that I’ve seen in other 3D modeling programs.
model more readily it could easily surpass the strengths of
to build upon the Distributed work frame it has already
started to set down.

Conclusion
I discovered the more complex uses within the program.

the way in which I’ve approached Rhino would have been
using it. I feel though that overall the company producing

conceptual models on how to use the program, and
many users.
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